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Formation enthalpies of (001) surfaces terminating ordered Ga0.5ln0.5P and
GaAs0.5Sb0.5 alloys were calculated using the VFF model. For several or-

dered phases, chemically ordered surfaces were found to be stable against
surface segregation. In particular, even phases unstable against bulk segre-
gation may be terminated by a stable surface.

PACS numbers: 68.65.+g, 68.60.Dv, 61.55.Hg

Thermodynamic stability has recently been investigated theoretically for sev-
eral ordered lattice-mismatched alloys [1-4]. It was found that both (001) and (111)
lattice-mismatched monolayer superlattices (MSL's) are intrinsically unstable at
T = 0, and should segregate into pure end compounds. The instability of these
systems persists even when the epitaxial stabilization is taken into account. As
it was shown in [1], the instability is due to the excess elastic energy of bonds
distorted by the lattice misfit.

In the above context, the unintentional growth of both (001) and (111)
lattice-mismatched MSL's is unexplained. Epitaxial growth of these phases has
been recently reported for several III-V alloys [5]. The most frequent form of or-
dering, reported for all systems investigated so far, is a (111)-oriented MSL. On
the other hand, the theory indicates that this phase is more unstable than both
the (100) MSL and the random phase. Its metastability was confirmed experimen-
tally [7]. One should observe, however, that the previous theoretical approaches
neglected active role of the surface processes in epitaxy.

In particular, it was suggested [8] that the growth of an ordered epitaxial
alloy originates in a 2D ordering of atoms at the surface during growth. This, in
turn, may be driven by the stability of chemically ordered surfaces. To verify this
possibility, we have investigated surface stability against 2D segregation at T = 0,
which is given by the surface formation enthalpy
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Here, Ε(α) and Ε(α; Χ) are the total energy of the substrate covered by n over-
layers of the phase α, and the total energy of the substrate covered by (n - 1)
overlayers of that phase and by segregated Χ atoms ( Χ =A or B in the case of

A1-xBxC alloy) at the surface, respectively. Total energies were obtained within
the valence-force-field (VFF) model [9], applied with success to study both bulk
[2] and surface [10] problems. Thus, only the excess elastic energy is considered.
Details of calculations are given in [6].

Calculations are done for epitaxial ordered GaΑs0.5Sb0.5 and Ga0.5In0.5Ρ
alloys grown on nearly lattice-matched GaAs and InP (001) substrates, respec-
tively. We have considered the phases of (100) and (111) MSL's and (110) bilayer
superlattices (BSL,s). The calculated surface formation enthalpies are summa-
rized in Table I. We begin by observing that the presence of a free surface lowers
the symmetry in comparison with the case of infinite systems. In particular, four
< 111 > directions equivalent in the zinc-blende structure are split into two pairs of
equivalent axes, namely ([111], [111]) and ([111], 111 ). Similarly, [110] and [110]
directions are not equivalent. Surface formation enthalpies of nonequivalent vari-
ants are different from each other, see Table I. Comparing first (11l) and (111)
GaP/InΡ MSL's we see that the former one is stable against segregation into
Ga- and In-covered surface, which follows from the negative ΔΕ sur (111) = -12
meV/surface atom. In contrast, ΔΕs,,r of the (111) MSL equal to 1 meV/surface
atom is negligibly small. This qualitative difference stems from different relaxations
of subsurface atoms in the two cases. In the case of (I11) MSL, [110]-oriented chains
of anion dangling bonds at the surface are saturated by one type of cations. Thus,
by symmetry, anions relax along the [001] direction only. The same situation oc-
curs for the surface covered by segregated Ga or In. On the other hand, in the
(111) MSL case, the chains of dangling bonds are saturated by alternating Ga and
In. Here anions relax not only along [001], but also along the [110] direction. This
allows for a more efficient minimization of the elastic energy [8], which stabilizes
the ordered surface of (111) MSL with respect to the segregation. Also in the
case of the (100) MSL, the chains of dangling bonds are saturated by alternating
Ga and In. This allows again for the stabilizing lateral relaxation of substrate As
atoms, and the (001) surface of (100) (or of the equivalent (010)) GaP/ΙnΡ MSL
is stable with ΔΕsur = -13 meV/surface atom.
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According to the present calculations, the growth of GaP/InΡ (110) BSL is
energetically the most favorable. This structure may be regarded as a periodic
sequence of monolayers of [111]- and [111]-oriented MSL's, grown in [001] direc-
tion. Its high stability is driven by the configuration at the P-terminated surface,
discussed in [6].

The results obtained for ordered GaΑs0.5Sb0.5 are similar to these for,
Ga0.5In0.5P due to a similarity of lattice misfits and elastic constants.

Within the model of epitaxial growth assumed tacitly here (active processes
at the surface, and the 1ack of 3D diffusion), stability of a given surface coverage
depends on the atomic configuration at the surface, but is independent of the
global stability of the system. For example, as it follows from Table I, an infinite
epitaxial (111) GaP/InΡ MSL is unstable with the formation enthalpy ΔΕepi  =
+8.5 meV/atom, but its cation-terminated (001) surface is stable. In contrast,
a (110) GaP/InΡ BSL is globally stable with ΔΕepi = -4.4 meV/atom, but its
ΔEsur ≈ 0.

In spite of the model character of the calculations, the present results reason-
ably agree with the morphology of ordered Ga0.5In0.5P and GaΑs0. 5 Sb0 . 5 grown
at low temperatures. In particular, we account for the growth of only two orien-
tations of (111) MSL's (reported for all systems investigated so far), and of only
one (110) BSL variant (reported for GaΡ/InΡ [11]). Further, ΔΕsu r for (100) and
(111) MSL's are close to each other, which may explain the growth of both phases
reported for GaΑs0.5Sb0.5 [12,13]. On the other hand, high ordering of Ga0.51n0.5Ρ
in the phase of (111) MSL occurring for high growth temperatures is not explained
by the present approach, and is possibly due [8] to the presence of monolayer steps
at the surface.

In summary, surface formation enthalpies of ordered Ga0.5In0.5Ρ and
GaΑs0.5Sb0.5 alloys have been estimated within the VFF model. (001) surfaces
of (100) and (111) MSL's and of (110) ESL's have been considered. Chemically
ordered surfaces terminating the observed variants of these systems are found to
be stable against segregation at the surface at T = 0. The unobserved variants
are terminated by surfaces with negligible formation enthalpies. Surface stability
is independent of the global stability of the alloy.
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